
Statistical Models and Sampling Distributions
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Joint Distribution of Observations (Statistical Models for Joint Distribution of Observations (Statistical Models for 
Data)Data)

We regard  as realizations or observations of  random 
variables . The joint distribution of  describes 
the probability distribution of different values of  under a 
prescribed sampling scheme.
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Random Samples and Population DistributionRandom Samples and Population Distribution
Definition: The random variables  are said to be a 
random sample of size  from a population distribution  if

1.  are independent random variables.  

2.  have identical probability distribution, .

This model is used to model  observations  drawn with 
simple random sampling from a population.  is determined by the
population, so called population distribution. 

In such cases, the joint distribution of  is given by

Sometimes, we also say that  are independently and 
identically distributed (shortened by I.I.D. or i.i.d.) with : 
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Example 1:Example 1:
 

   

Let , then we can write

.

Now, let's become more abstract. Suppose  be a particular 
observations of , then the joint distribution of  

is written as:
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1000 items in group 1
500 items in group 0 Randomly draw 3 items



If the proportion of items with label 1, , is unknown, the probability 
model for  is given by 
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where .

For this example, we say that binary random variables  are
a random sample (I.I.D.) from the population distribution Bernoulli

:

The population distribution is  for .
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Example 2:Example 2:
A large automobile service center charges $40, $45, and $50 for a 
tune-up of four-, six-, and eight-cylinder cars, respectively. If 20% of 
its tune-ups are done on four-cylinder cars, 30% on six-cylinder cars, 
and 50% on eight-cylinder cars.  For this example,  the population 
distribution of revenue  from a single randomly selected tune-up is 

given. 

The revenues of  randomly selected tune-ups, denoted by ,
are said a random sample of size n from . 
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Example 3:Example 3:
Suppose  are service times at the cash register in a mini 
market for n different customers. Let's assume that the time to serve a 
customer, , has an exponential distribution with parameter . We 
say that   is a random sample from exponential 
distribution with parameter . The joint probability density 
(probability model) of  is given by
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Sampling Distributions of StatisticSampling Distributions of Statistic

Definition: A statistic is a function of sample data. Prior to obtaining 
data, there is variability as to what value of any particular values that 
sample data will result. Therefore,  sample data is regarded as random 
variables.  Accordingly, a statistic is a function of random variables.  
Therefore, a statistic is also a random variable. Conventionally, a 
statistic will be denoted by an uppercase letter when it is a random 
variable; a lowercase letter is used to represent the calculated or 
observed value of the statistic. 
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Example:Example:
A large automobile service center charges $40, $45, and $50 for a 
tune-up of four-, six-, and eight-cylinder cars, respectively. If 20% of 
its tune-ups are done on four-cylinder cars, 30% on six-cylinder cars, 
and 50% on eight-cylinder cars.  For this example,  the population 
distribution of revenue  from a single randomly selected tune-up is 

given:

 

The joint distribution of two observations  and , and  and :
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The sampling distribution of  and  based on 2 observations:
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The sampling distribution of  based on 4 observations:
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Example: Example: 
Suppose  are IID with . 
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The Distribution of the Sample Mean 
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Mean and Variance of Sample MeanMean and Variance of Sample Mean

Proofs are deferred to the next section. 
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Distribution of the Mean of Normal R.V.'sDistribution of the Mean of Normal R.V.'s
Let  be a random sample (IID) from , then 

where .
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Example:Example:
The time that it takes a randomly selected rat of a certain subspecies 
to find its way through a maze is a normally distributed rv with

 min and . Suppose five rats are selected. Let
 denote their times in the maze. Assuming the ’s to be a 

random sample from this normal distribution, what is the probability 
that the mean time  for the five is smaller than 2min?

Solution:
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The Central Limit Theorem (CLT) The Central Limit Theorem (CLT) 
Let  be a random sample from a distribution with mean

 and variance . Then, in the limit as , the standardized 
version of  has the standard normal distribution. That is, 

That is,

where , or 

Often we say that  is asymptotically normal. 
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Graphical demonstration of CLTGraphical demonstration of CLT

Simulation Demonstration Using RSimulation Demonstration Using R
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Example:Example:
A certain consumer organization customarily reports the number of 
major defects for each new automobile that it tests. Suppose the 
number of such defects for a certain model is a random variable with 
mean value 3.2 and standard deviation 2.4. Among 100 randomly 
selected cars of this model, how likely is it that the sample average 
number of major defects exceeds 4? 

Solution:

Let  denote the number of major defects for the ith car in the 
random sample.  By CLT,  approximately
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A special case of CLT applied to binomial distributionA special case of CLT applied to binomial distribution
For  binomial trials with success rate p, define Xi as follows:

, with mean 

. 

By CLT, approximately  ~ .
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Example: Example: 
Maureen Webster, who is running for mayor in a large city, claims that
she is favored by 53% of all eligible voters of that city. Assume that 
this claim is true. What is the probability that in a random sample of 
400 registered voters taken from this city, less than 49% will favor 
Maureen Webster?

Solution: 

, where Xi ~ Bernoulli (0.53).

p = 0.53, n = 400.

By CLT,  is approximately distributed with mean and variance:
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The Distribution of a Linear Combination
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DefinitionDefinition

A special case: , 
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Mean and Variance of a Linear CombinationMean and Variance of a Linear Combination
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ExampleExample
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The Difference Between Two Random Variables The Difference Between Two Random Variables 
Let

,

  

We have the conclusion: 
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ExampleExample
A certain automobile manufacturer equips a particular model with 
either a six-cylinder engine or a four-cylinder engine. Let  and X2 
be fuel efficiencies for independently and randomly selected six-
cylinder and four-cylinder cars, respectively. With 

We have
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Distribution of Linear Combination of Normal R.V.'sDistribution of Linear Combination of Normal R.V.'s

Theorem: Suppose  is normally distributed with mean  and 
standard deviation . Assume that  are independent. Let

.

Y has a normal distribution with mean and variances as follows:
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ExampleExample
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Proofs of the mean and variance of linear combinationProofs of the mean and variance of linear combination
For simplicity, ,

= 
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Moment Generating Function of a Linear CombinationMoment Generating Function of a Linear Combination
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Proof:

Using definition of MGF,

Further, 
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Derivation of Distribution of A Linear Combination of Normal R.V.'sDerivation of Distribution of A Linear Combination of Normal R.V.'s

Suppose  is normally distributed with mean  and standard 
deviation . Assume that  are independent. Let

Because , the MGF of  is 

We can then find MGF of Y:

Because the moment generating function of Y is the moment 
generating function of a normal random variable, it follows that Y is 
normally distributed by the uniqueness principle for MGF.  The mean 
and variance are given as follows: 
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Distributions Based on a Normal Random Sample 
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The Chi-Squared Distribution The Chi-Squared Distribution 
The chi-squared distribution is a special case of the gamma 
distribution. It has one parameter n called the number of degrees of 
freedom of the distribution. Possible values of  are 1, 2, 3, . . . . The 
chi-squared pdf is 

Mean, variance and MGF:
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Distribution of Squared Normal Distribution of Squared Normal 

Proof:
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Additivity of Chi-Squared DistributionAdditivity of Chi-Squared Distribution

Proof: If random variables are independent, then the moment 
generating function of their sum is the product of their moment 
generating functions. Therefore, 
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Sum of Squared Normal R.V.'sSum of Squared Normal R.V.'s

Note that .
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Upper quantiles of Chi-Squared DistributionUpper quantiles of Chi-Squared Distribution

Learn to check chi-squared table.
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Student's TheoremStudent's Theorem
Suppose  are a random sample from . Let

We have:

1) 

2) 

3)  and  are independent.

Proof: on blackboard.
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A Simulation Demonstration of Student's TheoremA Simulation Demonstration of Student's Theorem
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Normal Population Exponential Population



The t DistributionThe t Distribution
Definition:
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A Theorem about Normal SampleA Theorem about Normal Sample

Proof:
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PDF of PDF of 

Proof: Using transformed random variables formulae. 
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Shape of PDF of Shape of PDF of 

 if 

  if 
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The F Distribution The F Distribution 
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PDF Curves of F DistributionsPDF Curves of F Distributions
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An Application to Normal SamplesAn Application to Normal Samples

has F distribution with degree freedoms m-1 and n-1.
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Upper Quantiles of F DistributionUpper Quantiles of F Distribution

 Is the value c such that . 
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